
Multiply Your Options

MultiPRO™ Thermostat

Multiple ApplicAtions, Multiple FAn speeds 
And Multiple energy-sAving FeAtures



Multiple Applications. Multiple Speeds. 
One Thermostat.

When it comes to versatility, the new Honeywell MultiPRO thermostat 

stands out. Not only does it offer multi-speed fan control, it covers a 

wide range of programmable and non-programmable applications: 

packaged terminal air conditioning (PTAC) units, fan coil, heat pump 

and conventional.

Owners and managers of condos, townhomes, senior-living facilities, hotels and other  

multi-unit residences will particularly like the additional energy-saving features for their  

PTAC units and fan coil systems. And you’ll like meeting so many applications with just  

one model. You’ll multiply your profit opportunities without needing to multiply your stock.

 •   PTAC — 2 heat/1 cool

 •   Fan Coil — 2 and 4 pipe

 •   Conventional — 1 heat/1 cool

 •   Heat Pump — 2 heat/1 cool

From energy savings for building 

owners to application flexibil i ty  

for you, the MultiPRO™ delivers.

The attractive design and 

simple operation make the 

MultiPRO a great choice 

for multi-unit residences.



MultiPRO™ Is Multi-Faceted 
Your customers are always looking for ways to save energy 

while maintaining comfortable conditions for occupants. 

MultiPRO has a range of built-in features that deliver energy 

savings while keeping occupants cozy.

•    remote setback — Inputs on the thermostat allow it to be 

connected to an occupancy sensor or a hotel’s cardkey input 

system so it can shift to the energy-saving unoccupied mode 

when the room is empty. 

•    Multiple Fan speeds — Provides comfort options for the user; 

3 speeds for fan coil, 2 speeds for PTAC and 1 speed for 

conventional and heat pump.

•    versaspeed™ — A Honeywell exclusive, this patent-pending 

fan ramp algorithm automatically adjusts the fan  

to reach the setpoint.

•    Auto Fan reset — When this algorithm is enabled and the 

occupant has selected a constant fan speed, the thermostat 

will reset the fan to auto after two or four hours as selected 

during setup to save energy.

•    programming options — Can be used as a 7-day 

programmable or a non-programmable model to meet 

customer preferences; if programmable is chosen, easy-to-

use menu-driven programming makes it simple.

•    Multiple override options — Easily adapts to the room’s 

schedule with modifications available for up to 1 year.

•     large, Backlit display — Aids in programming ease as well 

as occupant convenience; current temperature, setpoint 

and time are all easy to view.

•   saves energy — Effortless programming 

helps your customers save up to 35% off 

their energy bill.1

Multiply Your Sales
The versatility of the MultiPRO gives you great sales 

opportunities for condos, dorms, retirement facilities, hotels 

and other personal-stay buildings with multiple rooms. For a 

variety of systems, you can work with the building owner to 

determine whether a programmable or non-programmable 

model is preferred — and know that you’re covered with 

MultiPRO. They’ll like the energy savings. Their residents or 

guests will like the comfort. And you’ll like the easy installation 

and reduced stock. Everyone wins.

OS Number Description Applications

TB7100A1000 MultiPRO 
Thermostat

Conventional, heat 
pump, fan coil, PTAC

H O N E Y W E L L  M U LT I P R O  T H E R M O S TAT

Add Up The Savings
Use the online savings calculator at http://thermostatestimatingtool.honeywell.com  

to calculate the savings enjoyed when using programmable thermostats — it’s 

a great way to showcase the savings to your customers. Along with the energy 

savings, they’ll also get to see the number of natural resources saved by cutting 

back on energy costs. They’ll appreciate the energy savings while feeling good 

about their “green” choice.

For any questions about using the calculator, contact your Honeywell sales 

representative.

  

1. If used as directed



Learn More
For more information on the Honeywell 

MultiPRO thermostat, call 1-800-466-3993 

or visit customer.honeywell.com/multipro.
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Check Out The Honeywell SuitePRO,™ Too
The new SuitePRO™ is a sleek fan coil thermostat that delivers a  

wide range of energy savings while enhancing a room’s décor.  

Ask your distributor about it or visit customer.honeywell.com/suitepro.

Download or order the marketing brochure for SuitePRO (67-7077) from 

literature.honeywell.com


